
PRODUCT TYPE: Valve Identification Tag

DESCRIPTION: Christy’s ™ Standard ID Tags are ideal for high-visibility point-of-use identification.
The top hole has been designed to pass a 16 gauge or smaller solenoid “pigtail” wire, or it can be
attached to hose bibbs, valves, or handles with a  nylon tie, or to the lid of  a valve box with a bolt (not
included). The hole can also be drill enlarged. The outlet reinforcement on our marking tags has 180LB.
pull out resistance. This provides for an easily installed, virtually vandal-proof, custom identification
product.

Through the use of  custom designed plates, we can accommodate almost any request. A sampling of
our current special legends and logos is listed on the following pages. Additionally, our marking tags
are available in a variety of  colors, to conform to both locally developed standards, as well as APWA
and AWWA national standards.With our standard Alpha-Numeric numbering, the valve or marking
designation can be seen from a distance of  up to 50 feet.

Our standard yellow tags, (Irrigation Industry Standard) can accommodate up to three 1-1/8” alpha-
numeric characters per side. We commonly provide standard sequences ranging from A1 . . . A36
through Z1 . . . Z36. In addition, we can accommodate practically any special alpha-numeric numbering
requirement. This allows for logical and consistent zone, controller, valve or area sequence
identification.
  For Example:(A1A, A1B, A1C . . .A1Z) (AAA, AAB, AAC . . .AAZ) (C26,C27. . .C99) (125,126,127...)

SPECIFICATIONS:
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Short Form: Christy’s ™ Standard size Identification Tags are to be provided as designated in
the plans, conforming to the noted size, color and legend specifications listed.

Standard Specification: Identification Tags provided, will be manufactured from
polyurethane Behr Desopan, incorporating an integral attachment neck and reinforced
attachment hole and will be capable of  withstanding 180LBS. pull out resistance.

The Identification tag shall be approximately 2.25” X 2.75” (Christy’s ™ Standard Tag ) in size. All
lettering shall be hot-stamped in black and capable of  withstanding outdoor usage. The
standard alpha-numeric designations shall incorporate alpha-numeric lettering 1-1/8” in height.
Special lettering, designations or stampings will be the maximum size available based on the
manufacturers judgement and will be hot-stamped as well

The tag color will be __________ (Yellow, Purple, Blue, Green, Red or White).

The marking tag will be __________ (Single or Double) side stamped with the following
designation, message or identification sequence _____________ (see styles on following pages
or design template below) or Christy’s ™ style # __________. The marking tag shall be manufac-
tured by T. Christy Enterprises, Inc., Anaheim, CA. (800-258-4583).



  Standard

A1 (BLANK)
OR

PRINTED
Front (Actual Size) Back

Our yellow tag (ID-STD-Y1) is a standard in the irrigation
industry for valve sequence identification.

STAMPING
1 - Single Sided
2 - Double Sided

COLOR
G - GREEN
R - RED
W - WHITE

B - BLUE
P - PURPLE
Y - YELLOW

  ID-STD-XX

AREA
3.937

1.424

2.252

1.424

2.669

STANDARD

 Our standard size tag will
accommodate up to three
characters per side for valve
identification purposes.

DESIGN TEMPLATE


